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Abstract 

Background – Fatigue is a common and often reported symptom among osteoarthritis patients. 

However, research into fatigue in osteoarthritis is scarce and the few studies that have been studying 

fatigue in OA primarily measured fatigue at a single point in time among moderate to severe OA 

patients. Thus far, nothing is known about the long term fatigue experience among early OA 

individuals. 

 

Objectives – The current study aimed to shed light on the severity of fatigue in an early OA cohort 

and tried to identify subgroups with distinct long term trajectories of fatigue over time. Differences 

between these fatigue groups were explained by using radiographic OA severity, age and gender. 

 

Method – Longitudinal data of 1000 early OA patients of the CHECK cohort were used. Each year for 

seven years, the fatigue level was measured using the Short Form 36 vitality scale. Radiographic OA 

severity was assessed at baseline with the Kellgren-Lawrence grading scale. Growth mixture 

modeling was applied in order to examine the severity of fatigue and to establish distinct fatigue 

groups. Multivariate regression analyses were used to examine the relation between the covariates 

and individuals’ group membership and interindividual differences in experienced fatigue within each 

fatigue group.   

 

Results – The results indicated that around two-thirds of the sample experienced fatigue levels that 

were well below the average fatigue level in the general Dutch population and similar to the Dutch 

cancer population. One third of the sample showed a stable and low level of fatigue over time. The 

largest group displayed declining levels of fatigue over time. Individuals in the last fatigue group 

showed a U-shape fatigue pattern. Females and younger aged adults experienced higher levels of 

fatigue within each class, and females were more likely than males to exhibit a declining fatigue 

pattern. Gender and age were not related to the interindividual differences in fatigue change over 

time within the groups. Radiographic OA severity could not at all explain the heterogeneity in fatigue. 

 

Discussion – These findings indicate that clinical relevant levels of fatigue are already present at this 

early stage of OA for many patients. The differences in level and development of fatigue over time 

and the observed gender and age differences needs close attention and monitoring by health care 

providers and should alert them regarding their decision making about developing treatment 

interventions and self-management strategies.   
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Introduction 

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a chronic pain condition and the most common form of arthritis. The disease is 

considered as the degeneration of the joints leading to persisting joint pain and stiffness (Poole, 

1999). OA is a major cause of severe and moderate disability, causing patients to load heavily on 

health care resources and its prevalence and incurring economic costs are projected to grow even 

further for the forthcoming decades as people continue to grow older and obesity becomes more 

frequent (Mathers, Boerma, & Ma Fat, 2008; Brooks, 2002; March & Bachmeier, 1997). One of the 

most prevalent complaints amongst OA patients, besides pain, is fatigue (Wolfe, 1999; Power, 

Badley, French, Wall, & Hawker, 2008). Nevertheless, as reported by patients, fatigue plays almost no 

role in treatment decisions and is mainly neglected in the communication between health care 

providers and patients (Gignac et al., 2006). This negligence might be due to a lack of knowledge 

concerning the impact of fatigue in OA. In addition, most research findings regarding fatigue in OA 

reflect the experiences of individuals with severe OA, leaving much unexplained about the possible 

role of fatigue in early OA. 

To date, just a few studies were conducted on the subject of fatigue in OA patient 

populations and all these studies showed fatigue to be ubiquitously present in this patient group. 

Wolfe et al. (1996) found elevated levels of fatigue in approximately 90% of OA patients, while 41% 

of the OA patients showed clinically notable amounts of fatigue. This result was replicated by other 

studies (e.g. Bergman et al., 2009; Snijders et al., 2011). Nevertheless, these findings are primarily 

based on experiences of older-age adults with severe OA, even though other studies did indicate that 

middle-age adults with early or moderate OA also experience fatigue as a debilitating aspect 

influencing their physical functioning, social and daily activities, and mood (Gignac et al., 2006; Power 

et al., 2008). These latter studies, however, were merely assessing the qualitative aspects of 

experienced fatigue and its consequences. As a result, there is still little known about the actual 

severity of fatigue in early OA and whether this represents clinically relevant fatigue levels. 

Most of the studies that have reported the relations between OA fatigue and other related 

variables, have been focusing on the association between fatigue and physical activity. This might be 

explained by the well-established beneficial aspects of physical activity for health, like the 

maintenance of joint health (Taylor et al., 2004), and the notion that low or no physical activity at all 

is a notable risk factor for functional limitations (Dunlop, 2005). Foregoing studies consistently found 

that higher levels of fatigue are associated with lower levels of physical activity and higher levels of 

functional limitations (Wolfe et al. 1996; Wolfe, 1999; Murphy, Smith, Clauw, & Alexander, 2008; 

Snijders et al., 2011; Holla et al., 2012; Schepens, Kratz, & Murphy, 2012).  
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Notwithstanding this focus on physical functioning and fatigue, several studies also have 

correlated fatigue in OA patients to other variables. Fatigue was found to be negatively associated 

with work participation, overall health status and positive affect, and positively associated with pain, 

depression and sleep disturbance (Wolfe et al., 1996; Wolfe, 1999; Parrish, Zautra, & Davis, 2008; 

Sale, Gignac & Hawker, 2006; Stebbings, Herbison, Doyle, Treharne, & Highton, 2010; Snijders et al., 

2011). Even though these studies document the relation between fatigue and disease parameters, 

other symptoms, and patient characteristics, there is still little known about the effect of OA severity, 

based on radiographic evidence, on fatigue. Furthermore, although age is a known risk factor for OA 

(March & Bachmeier, 1997), with older-age adults being more likely to develop OA, its role in relation 

to fatigue in OA is less clear. Gignac et al. (2006) found that middle-age OA adults reported more 

difficulties coping with OA symptoms and the consequences of the disease than older-age OA 

individuals. As a result, this experienced frustration and stress could lead to higher levels of fatigue 

among these younger aged OA individuals compared to older aged individuals. This assumption, 

however, has not been researched thus far. Another point that is often ignored in studies on fatigue 

in OA concerns the role of gender. Studies have shown gender differences regarding the incidence, 

prevalence and severity of hip and knee OA, with females frequently at higher risk (Maillefert et al., 

2003; Srikanth et al., 2005). Consequently, most research into fatigue in OA is based on female 

participants, disregarding possible gender differences in fatigue. However, systematic reviews on 

gender differences in other chronic diseases, such as cancer, indicate that ignoring gender 

differences leads to doubtful and inappropriate conclusions and generalizations regarding symptoms 

such as fatigue (e.g. Miakowski, 2004). Taking into account radiographic OA severity, age and gender, 

interindividual differences in experienced fatigue are possibly better understood. 

This latter point brings us to another limitation of former studies. So far, fatigue has been 

primarily studied at a single point in time, which does not allow for conclusions about long-term 

patterns as well as variation between and within individuals over time. This limits our view regarding 

the role and function of fatigue in OA. The few studies that did observe fatigue over time had a short 

time window, e.g. a period of consecutive days. These studies revealed a notable amount of variation 

over time in experienced fatigue (Schneider et al., 2012) which was negatively associated with daily 

changes in positive events and pain among OA patients (Zautra et al., 2007; Parrish et al., 2008). A 

recent cross-sectional study also found heterogeneity regarding fatigue in a population of older 

adults with OA (Murphy, Lyden, Philips, Clauw, & Williams, 2011), but still, no study has yet examined 

whether interindividual differences and similarities in fatigue development exist over a period of 

several years. In addition, it is not clear whether variables such as age, gender and OA severity are 

related to possible differences in changes over time. Allen (2007) argued that understanding long-

term changes in pain symptoms among OA patients is important, as it may clarify the underlying 
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mechanisms of pain in OA and the course of the disease. We think this reasoning is sound and could 

also be applied to fatigue in OA, because longitudinally examining experienced OA fatigue could offer 

the potential of better understanding the role and impact of fatigue in early OA, and consequently 

providing the opportunity to guide health care professionals in making treatment decisions and 

building self-management strategies.  

 The purpose of the current study is to explore long-term fatigue patterns in a population of 

middle-aged patients with early symptomatic OA. Our first aim is to examine the level of fatigue 

severity in this cohort of early OA. The second aim is to identify subgroups of patients with similar 

developmental patterns of fatigue over time. Third, we are interested in examining the 

interindividual variation in the initial fatigue level and in the fatigue change over time. And finally, we 

want to assess whether age, gender and radiographic OA severity are related to these classes of 

fatigue patterns and whether these variables are associated with within-class interindividual 

differences in fatigue patterns. 
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Method 

Study design and recruitment 

For the purpose of our study the first seven measurement points of the CHECK study were used. 

These measurement points were equally spaced with 12 months in between. CHECK, a Dutch 

acronym for Cohort Hip and Cohort Knee, is a prospective cohort study consisting of 1002 

participants with early symptomatic OA of the knee or hip, who are being followed for a period of 10 

years in total. The cohort, formed from October 2002 till September 2005, is the result of the 

collaboration of 10 general and academic hospitals in the Netherlands. The study was approved by 

the medical ethics committees of all participating centers. 

For inclusion in the study, participants were required to have pain or stiffness of the knee or 

hip, were aged 45-65 years, had no previous consultation concerning these symptoms with the 

general practitioner more than six months before, and their complaints were not attributable to 

direct trauma. Participants were excluded in case the symptoms could be ascribed to any other 

rheumatic disease, such as rheumatoid arthritis or ankylosing spondylitis. Further exclusion criteria 

were Kellgren IV (i.e. severe radiographic OA) in at least one of the four joints, serious comorbidity 

that prevented physical evaluation, past hip or knee joint replacement, malignancy in the past five 

years, symptoms of local tendonitis or bursitis, presence of Baker´s cyste, and the inability to 

understand Dutch. 

Participants were recruited in several ways. General practitioners in the neighborhood of the 

participating centers were asked to refer those patients that matched the inclusion criteria. 

Additionally, participants were recruited through advertisements and articles in local newspapers, 

and via the Dutch Arthritis Association website. All patients were checked for eligibility by physicians 

in the participating centers and asked to give their written informed consent.  

 

Study sample 

Only participants with at least one score for fatigue over time were included in the analyses. As a 

result, 2 participants were omitted from analysis as they had no response at all for fatigue, resulting 

in data for 1000 participants. They were aged between 44 and 66 years (M = 55.9, SD = 5.2) on the 

date of baseline measurement. The research sample contained mainly women (79.0%), Dutch natives 

(88.1%), (married) cohabiting people (81.1%) and participants with other chronic diseases alongside 

OA (71.5%) as can be observed in table 1. The relative amount of participants with no radiographic 

OA on all four joints was 31.2% while 57.6% had grade 1 on at least one of the four joints, which 

indicates possible osteophytes and doubtful narrowing of the joint space. 
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Table 1.   Sample characteristics at baseline 

Variables  n (%)
i
 

Age 
 M = 55.9  

SD = 5.2
 

Gender 

- female 

- male 

 

 

 

790 (79.0)
 

210 (21.0) 

Education 

- primary 

- secondary 

- college 

 

 

 

30 (3.0) 

700 (70.0) 

170 (17.0) 

KL grade 

- 0 

- 1 

  

312 (31.2) 

576 (57.6) 

Medicine use 

- no 

- yes 

  

610 (61.0) 

372 (37.2) 

Marital status 

- single 

- cohabitating 

 

 

 

169 (16.9) 

811 (81.1) 

Origin
i
 

- Dutch native 

- foreign 

 

 

 

 

881 (88.1) 

119 (11.9) 

Other chronic
 
disease 

- no 

- yes 

  

264 (26.4) 
715 (71.5) 

Note. 
i
 unless otherwise specified 

 

Measures 

Fatigue 

Fatigue was measured using the vitality subscale of the Short-Form 36 Health Survey (SF-36), a 

generic instrument used for measuring health-related quality of life among a large range of chronic 

diseases, including OA (Ware, Snow, Kosinsky, & Gandek, 1993; Gandek et al., 1998; Turner-Bowker, 

Bartley, & Ware, 2002). The scale consists of four items, such as ‘Feels tired and worn out’. Each item 

has a 5-level likert scaling response format. Item scores were summated and linearly transformed to 

a scale ranging from 0 till 100, with lower scores indicating higher fatigue. Reliability analysis 

indicated a good internal consistency for the vitality scale, with Cronbach’s alpha and lambda-2 

equaling 0.810 and 0.814, respectively. Aaronson et al. (1998) have provided normative data from 

samples from the general Dutch population (M = 68.6, SD = 19.3) and Dutch cancer population (M = 

60.1, SD = 22.3). These point estimates were used to assess the fatigue severity in our early OA 

cohort. 
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OA severity 

Kellgren and Lawrence (KL) radiographic classification system was used as a measure of OA severity. 

The KL grading scale contains five grades, going from 0 to 4, with 0 pointing out to no radiographic 

OA and 4 meaning severe readiographic OA (Kellgren & Lawrence, 1957). For each participant a KL 

grade was determined if possible with regard to their left and right knee, and left and right hip. The 

CHECK cohort consisted of OA individuals having KL grade 0 or 1 per joint. For modeling purposes a 

new variable was created with a group of individuals who had a KL grade of 0 for all joints and a 

group of individuals who had a KL grade of 1 on at least one joint (see table 1). 

  

Statistical analyses 

Growth mixture modeling (GMM) was applied using the Mplus version7 software (Muthén & 

Muthén, 2012). The GMM approach was used as it allows for unobserved heterogeneity in growth 

patterns of an outcome over time by modeling with categorical latent variables, which represent 

distinct latent trajectory classes, and continuous latent variables, which represent growth factors 

(Muthén & Shedden, 1999; Muthén, 2004). These growth factors provide information about the 

initial level of fatigue and the rate of fatigue change over time. Latent variables refer to variables that 

are not directly observable in the data but are inferred from the observed fatigue variables. GMM 

also allows for within class variation, and whether covariates relate to this mixture of classes and 

variation within classes (Muthén & Asparouhov, 2009). In other words, GMM provides the 

opportunity to assess whether the early OA cohort consists of different groups of fatigue patterns, 

while incorporating differences between individuals within all fatigue groups. 

In order to assess the severity of fatigue, we first specified an unconditional (i.e. no 

covariates) single class growth model resulting in estimated means and standard deviations for 

fatigue at each time point. This model also allowed us to examine whether a single fatigue growth 

curve would fit the data, using conventional fit indices, such as the Root Mean Square Error of 

Approximation (RMSEA) and Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) to assess model fit. 

Hereafter, unconditional latent K-class models were examined, initially using Latent Class Growth 

Analysis (LCGA), a special case of GMM that assumes that within each class all individual trajectories 

are equal (Nagin, 1999, Muthén & Múthen, 2000). LCGA was used as starting point for GMM because 

it allows for a clearer identification of distinct groups of fatigue trajectories and faster computation 

by setting all individual fatigue trajectories equal to its group mean fatigue trajectory (Kreuter & 

Muthén, 2008).  

After successful model convergence and identification by using LCGA, unconditional GMMs 

were specified to look for different fatigue groups and interindividual differences in fatigue within 
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groups, by easing the LCGA assumption of no within class variance as well as by estimation of the 

covariances between growth factors and residuals for each class. The decision for unrestricting 

variances of growth factors was determined by observing the variation of fatigue patterns in the 

trajectory plots for each class. By freeing many variances at once, some GMMs resulted in negative 

estimates of growth parameter variances or correlations exceeding 1 for some classes, known as a 

Heywood case (Kolenikov & Bollen, 2012), resulting in inadmissible solutions. In case the negative 

variances were small and non-significant a conventional approach within structural equation 

modeling was used: constraining the variance parameters to zero (Bollen, 1989; Wang, Brown, & 

Bandeen-Roche, 2005). A model was regarded inappropriate in case negative variances were large 

and significant.  

In opting for the best model solution several criteria were assessed, such as the Bayesian 

Information Criterion (BIC), the sample-size adjusted BIC (ABIC), the Bootstrapped Likelihood Ratio 

Test (BLRT) and the adjusted Lo-Mendel-Rubin Likelihood Ratio Test (ALRT). The BIC and BLRT have 

proven to perform the most consistent in distinguishing classes among all information criteria and 

likelihood ratio tests integrated in Mplus (Nylund, Asparouhov, & Muthén, 2007), while other 

simulation studies have established the strengths of the ABIC (Tofighi & Enders, 2007; Enders & 

Tofighi, 2008) and ALRT (Lo, Mendell, & Rubin, 2001). Additionally, entropy was used to determine 

the accuracy of classification, i.e. measuring how well individuals fit into a single class (Jedidi, 

Ramaswamy, & Desarbo, 1993). An entropy score exceeding 0.8 indicates a good separation of the 

classes (Muthén, 2004; Greenbaum, Del Boca, Darkes, Wang, & Goldman, 2005). The best model 

solution was based on the above fit indices and clinical relevance.  

In case a best-fitting GMM was found, a conditional GMM (i.e. with covariates) was specified 

by incorporating age, gender and OA severity in the model. By doing so we were able to assess the 

association of these variables with the initial level of fatigue and the fatigue change over time via 

linear regressions and the prediction of class membership via multinomial logistic regressions, where 

the class membership variable was regressed on age, gender and OA severity. The prediction of class 

membership was accomplished by using a three-step approach, thereby minimizing the influence of 

age, gender and OA severity on class formation especially in case these covariates were highly 

correlated with fatigue (Vermunt, 2010).  

All growth models were analyzed using a maximum likelihood parameter estimator with 

robust standard errors (MLR). The MLR was chosen as it provides reliable estimates of the growth 

parameters and standard errors in case of non-normal data and it is suitable for data with missing 

values. 
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Results 

Fatigue severity and classification of fatigue trajectories 

Our first step involved fitting a single curve growth model with a linear and quadratic growth factor 

to the data to assess the severity of fatigue over time. The decision for including a quadratic 

parameter was made to incorporate possible non-linear fatigue patterns. Table 2 reports the 

estimated means, standard deviations and correlations of fatigue for each time point. If the 

assumption of the early OA population following a single trajectory of fatigue would be true then it 

would follow from the estimated means that the fatigue level of early OA individuals was relatively 

stable over time.  The fit of the single class model was good, X2 = 28.735, p > 0.05, RMSEA = 0.023, 

SRMR = 0.028 and CFI = 0.998. The information criteria are depicted in table 3.  

These estimated averages show that the average fatigue level of early OA individuals falls 

between the general population fatigue level and the fatigue level of the cancer population. This 

result suggests that early OA participants show signs of their fatigue level already being affected, 

albeit slightly, in this early stage of their disease. However, the standard deviations do suggest a large 

amount of individual variation of experienced fatigue around the mean fatigue levels, indicating 

substantial differences between individual fatigue scores per time point. The trajectory plot also 

showed that a substantial part of all individual fatigue trajectories did not follow a stable pattern. 

These observations supported our decision to search for different fatigue subpopulations. 

 

Table 2.   Means, standard deviations and Pearson’s correlations of fatigue for all time pointsi 

Time M SD T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 

T0 64.12 16.86 1       

T1 63.82 17.34 0.645 1      

T2 63.85 17.80 0.640 0.692 1     

T3 64.81 17.14 0.610 0.646 0.695 1    

T4 63.54 17.66 0.585 0.635 0.652 0.705 1   

T5 64.56 17.55 0.587 0.627 0.673 0.696 0.698 1  

T6 64.16 17.97 0.568 0.601 0.650 0.674 0.709 0.709 1 

Note. 
i
 estimated means, s.d.’s and correlations based on a single growth curve model. N = 1000. 

 

 Subsequently, we formulated linear and quadratic LCGA models as we wanted to find 

different classes of fatigue patterns. All models converged properly until a five-class model solution 

was specified (see appendix A). Since a large amount of within-class variation of individual fatigue 

patterns around the mean fatigue pattern was observed, GMMs were specified. Within these GMMs 
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the individual fatigue patterns were allowed to vary around the mean fatigue pattern for each class. 

The variance of the quadratic growth factor was fixed at zero for all classes as the variation around 

the non-linear mean fatigue curve was non-significant and almost non-existent. Furthermore the 

residuals and covariance between the intercept and slope were estimated for each class separately. 

This decision was made since the plots showed a notable difference in individual variation around the 

mean experienced level of fatigue for each fatigue group and the covariances between the intercept 

and slope differed between the groups. The fit statistics were also in favor for a model solution with 

class specific residuals and covariance between intercept and slope, with lower values for the 

information criteria and higher entropy values. Moreover the K-class quadratic model solutions 

showed better fit indices than their linear-only counterparts, therefore the quadratic model solutions 

were chosen. The latter implies that a non-linear fatigue development was likely to be found for at 

least one fatigue group. Table 3 shows the quadratic growth mixture models and the corresponding 

fit indices. The two-class GMM yielded a better fit compared to the one class model following the 

steep decrease in the information criteria and significant likelihood ratio tests. Further investigation 

revealed a better fit for the three-class model compared to the two-class model. The linear and 

quadratic slope in the second class of the three-class solution, however, approached zero and were 

non-significant. Thus the three-class solution was revised in order to check for a more parsimonious 

model solution by fixing the means of the linear and quadratic slope parameters of the second class 

to zero. The revised three-class model resulted in a better fit compared to the unrevised model. A 

four-class model was not identified, indicating that four distinct groups of fatigue trajectories could 

not be found. Consequently the revised three-class model was chosen as the best model solution on 

account of the fit indices.  

 

Table 3. ICi, LRTsii and entropy for all growth mixture model solutions 

Model Parameters Log H0 BIC ABIC ALRT BLRT Entropy 

1 class 13 -24222.72 48555.96 48505.14 n/a n/a n/a 

2 class 27 -23978.32 48143.14 48057.39 493.82
* 

498.93
* 

0.534 

3 class 41 -23913.55 48110.33 47980.11 128.20
+ 

129.52
*
 0.492 

3 class
a
 39 -23913.85 48097.11 47973.24 133.81

+ 
135.19

* 
0.492 

conditional
b
 63 -22088.71 44605.12 44405.05 129.13

+ 
126.48

c
 0.506 

Note. 
i 
information criteria, 

ii
 likelihood ratio tests. 

a
 revised model. 

b
 N = 888. n/a = not available. 

*
p < 0.01, 

+
p < 0.05. 

 

Based on the functional form of the growth curves of the three fatigue groups (see figure 1), 

we have labeled the classes as: 1) Declining class, comprising of 45.7% of all OA participant that 

initially experienced slightly declining levels of fatigue and then stabilized towards the end; 2) Stable 
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class, 33.0% of the early OA individuals showed stable levels of fatigue over time; and 3) U-shape 

class, 21.3% of the OA participants showed a fatigue pattern that could be described as an initial 

worsening of fatigue levels followed by an improvement towards the sixth year, although they 

experienced slightly more fatigue than at the beginning of the study. In addition, we found that the 

experienced fatigue of individuals in the Stable class had continuously less fatigue than individuals 

showing a Declining or a U-shape pattern and less fatigue compared to the general population. The 

latter two classes showed fatigue levels that were equal or even worse compared to the cancer 

population. 

 

Figure 1. Fitted fatigue trajectory for each class and relative class size 

 
 

Although we found evidence (cf. information criteria and likelihood ratio tests) for three 

distinct fatigue classes, the low entropy value (see table 3) raised some questions about the 

distinctiveness of these fatigue classes. As the entropy value is a summary measure for the likelihood 

of how well an individual trajectory falls into a single class only, the estimated class membership 

probabilities were inspected for more detailed information. The correct classification probabilities 

ranged from 0.757 for the Declining class to 0.766 for the U-shape class. The misclassification 

probabilities showed that individuals in the Stable class had a 0.047 and 0.090 probability on being 

placed in the U-shape class or in the Declining class, respectively. Individuals in the Declining class, on 

the other hand, had a 0.088 and 0.154 probability of being placed in the Stable and U-shape class, 

respectively. Finally, individuals from the U-shape class had a 0.211 probability of being placed in the 

Declining group and a 0.022 probability of being placed in the Stable group. These probabilities 

indicate that especially individuals in the U-shape class and those in the Declining class showed signs 
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of overlap concerning their fatigue development over time. On the other hand, a relatively good 

distinction was found between the Stable class and the other two classes. 

 

Interindividual differences in initial level of fatigue and rate of fatigue change 

In order to examine whether interindividual fatigue differences exist within all three fatigue groups, 

the parameter estimates for the initial level of fatigue and the fatigue change over time of the 

revised three-class model were inspected (see table 4). The variances of the initial level of 

experienced fatigue (i.e. intercept) in each class were significant, indicating that within each fatigue 

group individuals did not have the same level of experienced fatigue at baseline. The estimate for the 

linear slope’s variance was only significant for the Declining class, meaning that individuals within this 

fatigue group had different rates of fatigue change over time, with some of these early OA 

participants experiencing steeper declines of their fatigue over time than others. In contrast, the 

non-significance of the variance estimate of the linear slope in the U-shape fatigue group indicates 

that individuals within this class have a quite similar fatigue development over time. In sum, we 

found a large amount of interindividual variation of fatigue levels at baseline, implying that 

individuals within each group differed in their initial level of fatigue. The fatigue development, 

however, was the same for all individuals within each group, except for the early OA individuals in 

the Declining fatigue group. 

 

Table 4. Estimates of the growth factors for the revised three-class unconditional GMM  

 Intercept Linear slope Quadratic slope 

Class M V M V M V 

Stable 74.30
*
  

(1.29) 

83.52
* 

 

(15.79) 
n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Declining 56.35
* 

 

(1.81) 

177.37
* 

(33.28) 

1.66
+
  

(0.74) 

2.26
* 

(0.73) 

-0.21  

(0.12) 
n/a 

U-shape 64.62
*
 

(2.38) 

185.94
*
 

(49.34) 

-3.37
*
  

(0.89) 

3.06 

(1.86) 

0.45
*
 

(0.17) 
n/a 

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses. M = mean, V = variance. n/a = not available.  
*
p < 0.01, 

+
p < 0.05. 

 

Predicting class-membership and interindividual differences 

Thus far we have established three groups of early OA individuals with a different fatigue pattern. It 

became clear that a considerable amount of variation exists between individuals within each group 

concerning the initial fatigue level and the rate of fatigue change over time (in case of the Declining 
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group). In order to explain these within-class differences a conditional model was specified, 

incorporating the covariates age, gender and OA severity. 112 participants had missing values on the 

KL grading for all four joints and were left out of the conditional model. Deleting these participants 

did not affect the three-class solution previously found. The relations of gender, age and OA severity 

with the growth factors were assessed via a multivariate linear regression (see table 5). Age was 

significantly related to the interindividual differences in the initial level of experienced fatigue within 

all classes. The regression coefficients were positive in all cases implying a higher fatigue level for 

younger aged OA adults on average. Gender was significantly related to the interindividual 

differences in the initial fatigue level within the improving and U-shape class, but not in the stable 

class. Within the Declining class the initial severity of fatigue was 7.1 points higher for females 

compared to males, while in the U-shape class females showed a higher fatigue severity of 6.9 points 

on average compared to males. Age and gender were not related to the interindividual differences in 

the rate of fatigue change over time, while OA severity was neither related to the initial level of 

fatigue nor the rate of fatigue development over time. Apparently, individuals with no radiographic 

evidence of OA and those with radiographic evidence did not seem to show different initial level of 

fatigue and rate of fatigue change within each fatigue group.  

 

Table 5. Within-class multivariate regression of growth factors on age, gender and OA severity   

 Intercept Linear slope Quadratic slope 

Covariate Coefficient SE Coefficient SE Coefficient SE 

Age 

- stable 

- improving 

- U-shape 

 

0.395
+
 

0.421
+ 

0.389
+ 

 

0.154 

0.196 

0.171 

 

n/a 

0.145 

-0.048 

 

n/a 

0.096 

0.034 

 

n/a 

n/a 

0.003 

 

n/a 

n/a 

0.005 

Gender
i
 

- stable 

- improving 

- U-shape 

 

-2.486  

-7.091
* 

-6.862
+ 

 

1.899 

2.612 

3.313 

 

n/a 

1.827 

-0.047 

 

n/a 

1.313 

0.899 

 

n/a 

n/a 

0.064 

 

n/a 

n/a 

0.135 

OA severity 

- stable 

- improving 

- U-shape 

 

 1.466 

3.934 

0.967 

 

1.771 

2.753 

3.380 

 

n/a 

0.604 

-0.076 

 

n/a 

1.201 

0.914 

 

n/a 

n/a 

0.111 

 

n/a 

n/a 

0.132 

Note. N = 888. SE = standard error.  
i
 0 = male, 1 = female. n/a = not available. 

 *
p < 0.01, 

+
p < 0.05. 

 

Finally, we were interested in whether class membership was dependent on gender, age and 

OA severity. A multivariate multinomial regression was conducted using the aforementioned three-

step procedure. The significance level was set at 5%. The results showed that gender was positively 

related to the log odds of being in the Declining group versus being in the Stable group, b = 1.19, SE = 
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0.35, p < 0.01. This indicated that the odds for females being in the Declining class compared to 

Stable class were 3.22 times higher than for males. Thus females were more likely than males to 

show a declining fatigue pattern, while males were more likely to show a stable and low level of 

fatigue development over time. Gender did not significantly relate to the comparison of log odds 

between the U-shape class and the stable class (b = 0.56, SE = 0.73, p = 0.44), nor between the U-

shape and the Declining class (b = 0.63, SE = 0.93, p = 0.50). Thus females were not more likely than 

males to show a U-shape pattern compared to a Stable fatigue pattern and vice versa. Furthermore, 

females were not more likely than man to exhibit a declining fatigue pattern compared to a U-shape 

fatigue pattern. Age and OA severity was not significantly related to class membership, indicating 

that an individual’s presence in the U-shape class, Declining class or Stable class was attributable 

neither to age nor to OA severity. 

In conclusion, we were able to find that within each fatigue group younger aged early OA 

individuals and females seemed to experience more fatigue at baseline compared to older aged 

adults and males, respectively. The difference in radiographic OA severity, however, did not explain 

any of the variation in experienced fatigue between individuals. Furthermore in examining the 

relationships between class membership and age, gender and OA severity, we found that females 

were more prone to experience a declining fatigue pattern over time, while males were more likely 

to exhibit a stable and a non-severe level of fatigue over time.  
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Discussion 

To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the severity of fatigue and longitudinal patterns 

of fatigue in a large sample of early symptomatic OA individuals. Our findings revealed different early 

OA subpopulations of fatigue patterns and distinct levels of OA severity. 

In accordance with qualitative reports on fatigue of middle-age OA individuals with early to 

moderate symptomatic OA (Gignac et al., 2006), signs of increased levels of fatigue were found for 

the greater part of our cohort as compared to the general Dutch population and cancer population 

(Aaronson, 1998). Furthermore, we found evidence for three fatigue groups, with distinct fatigue 

levels and fatigue change over time. These distinct levels of fatigue point out that a large proportion 

of early OA individuals (i.e. U-shape and Declining class) experience notable levels of fatigue already 

at the beginning of their disease process. Strikingly, these individuals showed a slightly declining 

fatigue pattern over time. This could mean that individuals initially experience problems coping 

mentally and physically with their disease, as several symptoms (e.g. pain) are causing a disruption of 

their daily lives and subsequently an increase of stress, leading to an increase in fatigue. However, as 

we know that fatigue is strongly related to pain (e.g. Zautra et al., 2007) and physical limitations (e.g. 

Murphy et al., 2011), possibly after some time a certain homeostasis arises, i.e. getting used to these 

factors, leading to less frustration and stress, and consequently less experienced fatigue. 

As differences in fatigue development between the classes were apparent, covariates were 

used to explain these differences. In case of establishing class-membership based on gender, we 

were only able to find a difference between the Declining class and the Stable class. Female OA 

participants were more likely than males to exhibit a declining fatigue development. This could 

indicate that females with early symptomatic OA are having initially trouble coping with their 

transition from a healthy body to a body that shows signs of OA symptoms, while males are less 

susceptible or sensitive to the consequences of this transitional phase. On the other hand, 

differences in age could not account for the different fatigue groups. This finding indicates that 

younger and older aged early OA adults do not show differences in fatigue change over time. Also OA 

severity was not related to the heterogeneity in fatigue. The finding that no distinction in fatigue 

development can be made between early symptomatic OA participants based on OA severity, might 

be due to limited range of radiographic evidence (i.e. 0 and 1) present in our sample. It also might be 

due the measurement method used for assessing a patient’s OA severity, i.e. radiographic evidence 

was used instead of symptomatic evidence. It would be of interest to examine whether differences 

among people with mild symptoms and individuals with moderate or severe symptoms, relate to the 

observed heterogeneity in experienced fatigue among an early OA cohort.  
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 Alongside predicting class-membership, above covariates were also used to explain the inter-

individual differences in fatigue within classes. For all classes, we found age to be positively related 

to the inter-individual differences at baseline, with more fatigue at younger age. A possible 

explanation is that middle-age adults in general, compared to older-age adults, follow a life-style in 

which work, young children and social life are key elements. Although physical affections such as 

beginning OA are influencing the fatigue level of most people (e.g. Murphy et al., 2011), it could be 

that these younger adults with OA symptoms try to maintain their way of living, resulting in more 

coping problems and, thus, more pronounced fatigue than it normally would. This is line with Gignac 

et al. (2006) who found that middle-age OA adults more often reported being frustrated and stressed 

about the physical and social consequences of their disease than older-age adults. Gender also was 

significantly related to the inter-individual differences at baseline within the improving class and the 

U-shape class. In both cases females were more fatigued than males. It is well-known that women, 

around age 55, are getting more susceptible to severe OA symptoms than men (e.g. Maillefert et al., 

2003). It is also known that pain is not only positively associated with OA severity, but also with 

fatigue (e.g. Parrish et al., 2008). It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that females have more 

pronounced experiences of fatigue than males. OA severity was not related to the interindividual 

differences in fatigue within each fatigue group. As discussed, this might be due to the measurement 

method used for assessing OA severity. 

A possible limitation of our findings is that we were not able to find a perfectly clear 

distinction between the classes, indicating that some individual trajectories did not perfectly fit into 

one class only. As a consequence, it is possible that some of the identified early OA subpopulations 

regarding fatigue do not exist. Importantly, although the fit indices did show an improving fit up to a 

certain point, fit indices alone may not provide enough evidence for finding heterogeneity in the 

population (Bauer & Curran, 2004). Theoretical and clinical considerations should also be taken into 

account when interpreting the relevance of discovered subpopulations of fatigue trajectories. 

However, we think that, even though a considerable overlap is present between the U-shape and 

Declining class, our findings indicate that at least two (clinically) meaningful groups of fatigue 

trajectories exist. The trajectory plots revealed a clear distinction between OA individuals who were 

almost entirely stable in their experienced fatigue over the study’s course and other OA individuals 

who showed substantial changing levels of fatigue over time. The ‘blurring’ of fatigue groups might 

be prevented by incorporating  known correlates of clinical fatigue, such as depression, pain and 

sleep quality (Zautra et al., 2007), as these variables can possibly explain the portion of variation in 

fatigue levels within the discovered fatigue groups, consequently leading to a clearer distinction 

between different fatigue groups. For example, as pain is strongly related to fatigue in OA (e.g. 

Wolfe, 1999), a logical assertion would be that those early OA individuals that experience more pain, 
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or larger changes of pain over time, are more prone to changes in their experienced fatigue. 

Therefore taking the role of pain, and other known correlates, into account is likely to lead to a 

better understanding of these fatigue groups. In our current study these variables were not available. 

Also the one-dimensional character of the SF-36 vitality scale deserves comment, as it is 

conceptually only linked to mental health (Ware et al., 1993). A recent study, however, examined the 

relation between fatigue and physical function and found a strong relationship between physical 

fatigue and physical functioning, whereas mental fatigue did not relate to physical functioning 

(Snijders, 2011). It is recommended to address this multi-dimensional aspect of fatigue in subsequent 

longitudinal studies, as to discover whether this multi-dimensionality has an effect on the search for 

different classes of fatigue trajectories. On the other hand, thus far no fatigue measurement scale 

has been validated for the OA population. Therefore, the use of a generic measure such as the SF-36 

vitality scale was warranted. 

Our research findings have several clinical implications. The results suggest that the observed 

heterogeneity could be ascribed to three qualitatively different groups of early OA patients. One 

group of early OA individuals (i.e. Stable group) seems clinically less important, as this group had 

systematically lower levels of fatigue than the average fatigue level in the general population and the 

fatigue levels were stable over time. Consequently, we think that these early OA individuals, 

predominantly males, do not need increased attention from health care providers. The other two 

fatigue groups, however, showed levels of fatigue and a development of fatigue that warrant close 

attention and monitoring by health care providers. By doing so may enhance our understanding of 

early OA patients’ degree of resilience in facing physical, mental and social challenges as well as 

improving our understanding of the disease process. Furthermore, especially females and younger 

aged early OA adults showed increased levels of fatigue. These gender and age differences, 

therefore, should also be taken into account in developing treatments, self-management strategies 

and advice by health care providers.  

In conclusion, by longitudinally examining the experienced fatigue levels of early OA 

individuals we were able to look beyond possible differences at a single point in time. These findings 

should alert researchers and health care providers to the diversity and level of severity in 

experienced fatigue among early OA individuals. Taking the differences in experienced fatigue into 

account could support the development of interventions that are better suited for each of these 

different groups of early OA patients. Further longitudinal studies among similar cohorts as well as 

mixed cohorts (i.e. early – severe OA individuals) and the inclusion of known strong correlates of 

fatigue, such as pain and depression, are required in order to replicate and elaborate on these 

findings. 
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Appendix A 

 

Fit of LCGA models 

Model Parameters Log H0 BIC ABIC ALRT BLRT Entropy 

2 class L 12 -24980,73 50044,54 50006,25 2398,30
*
 2514,03

*
 0.869 

2 class Q 14 -24979,15 50055,01 50010,54 2429,02
*
 2516,93

*
 0.868 

3 class L 15 -24507,77 49119,16 49071,52 902,37
*
 945,92

*
 0.867 

3 class Q 18 -24505,85 49136,03 49078,86 913,55
*
 946,61

*
 0.867 

4 class L 18 -24306,00 48736,33 48679,16 384,98
*
 403,56

*
 0.819 

4 class Q 22 -24302,04 48756,05 48686,17 393,38
* 

407,62
*
 0.819 

5 class L 21 -24261,93 48668,92 48602,22 84,08 88,14 0.813 

5 class Q 26 -24256,64 48692,87 48610,30 87,63 90,80 0.812 

Note. L = linear, Q = quadratic.  
*
p < 0.01, 

+
p < 0.05. 

 


